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1 Introduction

A basic epidemiological model SIRD distinguishes 4 individual states [see e.g. Vinnicky,

White (2010), Yan, Chowel (2019), Toda (2020)]. State S of susceptible comprises indi-

viduals who are healthy and not yet immunized. In state I of infected, the individuals are

infected and not yet recovered. An infected individual can either recover, i.e. move to

state R, or decease, i.e. move to state D. This causal scheme, which can be summarized

as follows:
↗ R

S → I
↘ D

is a chain that involves two episodes. The first episode between states S and I concerns the

propagation phase of the disease and the process of detection of infected individuals. The

second episode concerns the disease monitoring that follows a diagnosed infection. In this

paper, we are interested in the analysis of individual medical care histories. Therefore,

we divide the state of infected into states of medical care of increasing intensity, which

depend on the severity of symptoms. These additional states include Hospitalization,

Intensive Care Unit (ICU), Ventilation and Intubation.

Our analysis of COVID-19 infections in Ontario is based on daily records of 18722

individuals who were diagnosed with COVID-19 over the period of 104 days between Jan-

uary 23 and May 05, 2020 and reported in the Public Health Ontario (PHO) database of

combined records from iPHIS (integrated Public Health Information System) and CORES

(Toronto Public Health Coronavirus Rapid Entry System).

The objective of our research is to introduce a modelling approach for the analysis

of counts of patients under medical care that produces reasonably accurate results, given

the complexity of problems encountered in the data. Some of those problems are related

to the data collection method. These are, for example, the missing and misreported dates

of medical treatments, the recovery dates being unavailable, or unknown outcomes of

medical care. Other problems are related to the statistical analysis of data with right

censoring and truncation, which is amplified by the delay in data reporting of up to 10

last days of the sampling period.

The publicly available data on COVID-19 infections in Ontario are aggregated at

various levels and communicated in the PH0 reports [see, e.g. PHO (2020 a), (2020
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b)], which contain the counts of confirmed, and deceased individuals by age or region

of Ontario. The Enhanced Epidemiological Summary [PHO 2020 a)] shows additional

counts of patients who are hospitalized and in the ICU. Below, we display similar series

of counts computed from our sample until May 04, after a preliminary individual data

adjustment for misreported data and outliers. Figures 1 and 2 show the cumulated and

daily counts of Diagnosed and Deceased individuals, respectively.
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Figure 1: Counts of Undiagnosed, Diagnosed and Deceased

These figures can be compared with Figures 1 and 4 in PHO (2020 b, pages 3 and

6) reporting the confirmed cases of infections and deaths over a longer sampling period

ending on May 27. The patterns prior to May 05 revealed in Figures 1 and 2 above are

close to those displayed in Figures 1 and 4 of PHO (2020 b). Note that due to a reporting

lag, the last few daily counts in Figures 1 and 2 need to be considered with caution.

In Figure 2, the daily increments reveal hump-shaped patterns, which resemble the

curves of standard epidemiological SIRD models. The dates of peaks are, approximately,
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Figure 2: Daily Counts of Diagnosed and Deceased

April 15 for the diagnosed and May 01 for the deceased patients. There is a delay of about

2 weeks between the two peaks due to the length of medical treatment for COVID-19.

There also is a seasonal (weekly) effect in reporting that creates a jagged pattern in Figure

2.

The curves of daily counts display a non-stationary behaviour with a phase of growth

followed by a decline. The aggregated data do not allow us to disentangle the possibly

multiple sources of this non-stationarity, such as the non-stationary propagation of the

epidemic with an exponential increase in the early phase, the effect of disease detection

that depends on the reliability and availability of tests, and the efficiency of treatment

for COVID-19. The latter one can improve over time due to advancement of knowledge

about the disease, or worsen due to shortages of medical staff and equipment.

Figure 3 below, which shows the daily counts of patients under medical care, can

be compared with Figure 1 (ICU, Hospitalization) in PHO (2020 a, page 3) based on a

shorter sampling period, ending on April 22 [or with Figure 2 in PHO (2020 c)]. We

observe that the peak of the curve depends on the sampling period. The timing of that

peak seems to be, approximately, April 1 in Figure 1, PHO (2020 a) and April 11 in Figure

3 given above. This is likely due to a kind of truncation bias. This bias is discussed later
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Fig 3. Counts of Medical Care

in Section 2.3 and adjusted for by considering the state transitions instead of “crude”

counts.

Figure 4 presents changes in daily counts displayed in Figure 3. These patterns can

be compared with Figure 3, Aguerragibiria et.al. (2020), which illustrates observations
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Fig 4. Changes in Daily Counts of Medical Care

recorded over a period ending on April 22. The difference between the patterns displayed

in the two figures seemingly confirms a misleading effect of truncation. Nevertheless,

both figures reveal daily fluctuations due to the fact that the counts of individuals under

medical care are determined by both the entry and exit effects.

Our approach to examining the individual records relies on a transition model, where

each individual is represented by a “history” variable, i.e. a sequence of states [see,

e.g. Gourieroux, Jasiak (2007), Chapter 8]. It allows us to adjust for right censoring

and attenuate the truncation bias. The state dynamics are defined through transition

matrices, which are functions of the current and past environment.

An advantage of the transition model is that it allows for including time and individual

dependent explanatory variables, such as the time already spent in the state, i.e. the

duration dependence.

The analysis of the transition model with duration dependence leads to the following

observations:

The longer an individual stays hospitalized, the lower the probability of moving to the

ICU, or of being intubated. The probabilities of recovering and of dying of COVID-19
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increase with the length of medical treatment. The probability of death seems to increase

with time spent in all types of medical care, at rates depending on the intensity of care.

The results concerning the probability to recover are affected by the lack of the date of

recovery and need to be interpreted with caution.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the states of medical care and

illustrates the individual histories of transitions between states. The truncation problem

is discussed too. Section 3 presents the empirical data analysis and summary statistics

computed under a simplifying assumption of homogeneous Markov chain. Then, the

assumption of stationarity of the medical care process is discussed. Section 4 presents the

transition model with duration dependence, where the probabilities of transition from each

state depend on the time already spent in that state. Section 5 concludes. The summary

statistics of sojourn times in each state are given in Appendix A.1. The supplementary

figures are given in Appendix A.2.

2 The Discrete Time Transition Model

This Section introduces the states and the transitions and describes the discrete time

dynamic transition model based on the individual histories.

2.1 Individual Histories

Below, we provide a few examples of individual histories found in the PHO data set:

1. Case reported on April 17, recovered by May 05.

2. Case reported on March 29, in the ER on March 26, returned and hospitalized on April

03, in the ICU and under ventilation from April 6 until April 23, not recovered by May

05.

3. Case reported on April 16, hospitalized on April 24, not recovered until May 05.

4. Case reported on April 02, hospitalized on March 31, in the ICU April on 02, died on

April 03.

5. Case reported on April 24, not recovered.

These examples of individual histories of patients underlie our approach and suggest

the selection of states given below.
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2.2 States

The dataset allow us to distinguish 9 latent states. The states are redefined for compati-

bility with the transition model and the availability of data.

State 0. Undiagnosed: from the beginning of the sampling period until the case reported

date, or a transition date to the next state. On “the case reported date” the individual is

diagnosed as COVID-19 infected and enters a follow-up stage that includes self-isolation

and/or states of medical treatment.

State 1. D: Domiciled: from the case reported date until the medical care, death or

recovery. As the population of Ontario was supposed to self-isolate during the sampling

period, we include in state D individuals who are not currently hospitalized and not yet

recovered: see below the definition of recovered. Therefore, we have D = isolation + self-

isolation. The isolation can be prior to, or after, a medical treatment, which are denoted

by D1 and D2, respectively. The records contain a limited amount of information on

individual isolation. There are very few cases of isolation reported in the dataset and

their locations are unknown.

State 2. ER: Emergency Room

State 3. H: Hospitalized due to COVID-19 (hospitalization for other reasons is disre-

garded)

State 4. ICU: Intensive Care Unit

State 5. V: Ventilation

State 6. T: Intubation

To help adjust breathing, a machine is used to move air in and out of the patient lungs.

Ventilators (also called respirators) are machines of different types, including computer-

ized microprocessor controlled machines, as well as CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway

Pressure) and non-invasive ventilators. This state of medical care is called Ventilation.

The state Intubation refers to placing a tube in the patient’s throat to help move air in and

out of the lungs while protecting the airway, which is a long term ventilator dependence

with a tracheotomy cannula.

In many cases, the time spent in Hospitalization, Intensive Care, Intubation, or under

a Ventilator overlap. Given that the states should be disjointed events, we proceed as

follows: We treat an individual as being intubated if this stage overlaps with others
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(because being intubated means that the individual is already in intensive care, under a

ventilator and breathing through a tube). Similarly, if a patient is in intensive care and on

a ventilator, we consider him/her to be using a ventilator. When a patient is in intensive

care and under hospitalization, we consider him/her as in intensive care.

This distinct states do not obey the relationship H ⊃ ICU ⊃ V ⊃ T, and the

differences between the states considered, marked with a star, and the traditional counts

given in the PHO reports are as follows:
T ∗ = T

V ∗ = V − T
ICU∗ = ICU − V
H∗ = H − ICU

=


T = T ∗

V = V ∗ + T ∗

ICU = ICU∗ + V ∗ + T ∗

H = H∗ + ICU∗ + V ∗ + T ∗

For ease of exposition, the non-starred symbols are used, assuming the reader is aware

of the above distinction.

Accordingly, among the 18722 individuals diagnosed in our data set, 2047 individuals

went through medical care for COVID-19 during the sampling period of 104 days. The

total counts of individuals who at some point over the sampling period were in the distinct

(starred) states of medical care given above, are: 138 in ER, 1376 in H (Hospitalization),

243 in ICU, 46 in V (Ventilation) and 244 in T (Intubation).

State 7. R: Recovered.

This state is an important component of a SIRD model. However, for COVID-19,

the notion of recovery is not clearly defined and the date of recovery is unknown. The

database combines two sources mentioned earlied, which are the iPHIS and CORES that

are seemingly not reporting the recovery in the same way. In the most recent PHO

practice, the recovery date is determined conventionally as follows. According to the PHO

documents ”the following cases are considered resolved” (but referred to as ”recovered”

in the daily Ontario provincial report for the media):

-cases that are reported as ”recovered” in iPHIS based on the local public health unit

assessment;

-cases that are not hospitalized and are 14 days past their symptoms onset date, or

specimen collection date;

-cases that are currently hospitalized, have a case status of ”closed” indicating that
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public health follow up is complete and are 14 days past their symptoms;

There is a lack of coherency in this definition, as several individuals reported ”recov-

ered” by the iPHIS may still have COVID-19 symptoms, and the definition depends on

the local health unit.

In our analysis, we have adopted a similar approach to setting conventionally the

date of state R. For that reason, some results concerning the time to recover have to be

considered with caution.

State 8. DE: Deceased

Individuals who are not recovered or deceased can remain in their last state on May

05, causing a right censoring problem.

2.3 Truncation

Let us now consider the state of all individuals on May 05. On that day, the dataset

reports 13218 individuals recovered and 1429 deceased. Therefore, on May 05, there are

4075 right censored histories. Among those, 4046 individuals are in state D, 1 in state ER,

22 are hospitalized and 6 are intubated. Due to the lack of a clear definition of recovery,

there are 4046 individuals in state D who have been diagnosed since less than 14 days.

Let us now discuss the right truncation of individual histories for individuals who are

under medical care on May 05. On May 05, 1043 Ontarians are hospitalized [see, Global

News May 05, 2020]. Among them 223 are in the ICU and 166 are under ventilation

(according to the PHO definition). At the same time, 3504 critical care beds are available,

including 2811 beds equipped with ventilators [see, Office of the Premier, News, April 16,

2020, 1:00 pm]. Therefore, the database suffers from a right truncation problem as very

few individuals are reported under medical care on May 05.

As individuals undergoing medical treatment for COVID-19 may even stay for 3 weeks

under medical care, the counts given in Figure 3 are reliable up to day 80 - 85 (April 11

- April 16). In particular, the decrease in counts observed in Figure 3 is misleading and

essentially due to the truncation in the data base.

In fact, the data available on May 05 show that the curves of counts need to be

projected upward to obtain correct predictions for May 05 and the following days [see,

Section 4.3]. Similar biases may also arise in the analysis of crude sojourn times in each
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state [see, e.g. Lapidus et al. (2020) for application to COVID-19 and Blanhaps et al.

(2013), Schweer, Wickelhaus (2015) for theoretical results].

2.4 Specification of transition probabilities

The transitions of interest are conditional on being diagnosed. The following conditional

state transitions are assumed to occur :

From D → D, or D → ER, or D → H or D→ ICU, or D → V, or D → T, or D → R, or

D → DE .

From ER → D, or ER → ER, or ER → H, or ER → R, or ER → DE.

From H → D, or H → ER, or H → H, or H → ICU, or H → V, or H → T, or H → R or

H → DE.

From ICU → D, or ICU → H, or ICU → ICU, or ICU → V or ICU → T, or ICU → R,

or ICU → DE .

From V → D, or V → H, or V → ICU or or V → V, or V → T, or V → DE.

From T → D, or T → H, or T → ICU, or T → V, or T → T, or T → R, or T → DE.

From R → R : absorbing state.

From DE → DE : absorbing state.

During a medical care episode some transitions are known to have probability 0. For

example, an individual cannot go back to state ICU after recovery, etc.

2.5 Joint Distribution of Individual Histories

The probabilistic model concerns the histories of diagnosed individuals over the set of

states given above. The individuals are indexed by i, i=1,..,n, where n is the total size

of the sample. The model is applied to the individual histories starting from a common

date t0 equal to the first detection date of January 23, 2020.

As the individuals are diagnosed at different dates, we introduce the state 0 of Undi-

agnosed in order to align the individual histories on a common time scale. The histories

can be characterized either:

i) by the dates of jumps from one state to another, or equivalently by the ordered

sequence of occupied states with given sojourn times in each state (this is how the examples

of individual histories in Section 2.1 are reported),
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ii) or, by a qualitative time series with given occupied state indicators on each day.

For example, the individual history:

00011111111111111111123333334444411111111111111111111111117

represents an individual, undiagnosed for 3 days of the sampling period, isolated (state

D) for 18 days, who enters the ER and then remains in hospital for 6 days. Next, the

patient is moved to the ICU for 5 days, returns to state D and recovers.

These two representations are equivalent and their use depends on the purpose of a

study. The database relies on representation i) which takes less space, while a dynamic

model can be applied to either representation. Our estimation method is based on the

qualitative time series representation b) in order to accommodate easily the right censor-

ing.

Let us denote by {Yi,t, t = t0, t0 + 1, ..}, i = 1, ..., n the individual histories since the

common date t0. At the beginning of the history, the individual is still undetected and

undiagnosed with Yi,t = 0, by convention. After diagnosis date S0,i that depends on each

individual, Yi,t is a qualitative variable with 8 possible states described above. The main

probabilistic assumption is the following:

Assumption A.1

The individual histories {S0,i, Yi,t, t ≥ S0,i}, i = 1, ..., n are independent.

As we focus our analysis on the medical care history conditional on the diagnosis, only

the conditional distribution of {Yi,t, t ≥ S0,i} given S0,i, Yi,S0,i
is relevant. This conditional

distribution is characterized by a sequence of transition matrices Pi,t that provides the

conditional distributions of Yi,t given S0,i, Yi,t−1, where Yi,t−1 contains all past observations

up to and including time t− 1.

Assumption A.1 allows for a variety of specifications for the sequence of transition

matrices, some of which are examined in the empirical analysis in Sections 3 and 4.

i) Homogeneous Markov Chain

Assumption A.2 a)

Pi,t = P , independent of i and t, i = 1, ..., n, t > S0,i.

This assumption can be equivalently written under representation i) in terms of dates

of jumps and states following those jumps. This representation is denoted by:
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{Sl,i, Ỹl,i = YSl,i,i, l = 0, 1, ...}.
The successive sojourn times are denoted by Dl,i = Sl+1,i − Sl,i, ...

Then, we obtain the following result [see, e.g. Cinlar (1969), Cox (1970)]:

Proposition 1: The homogeneous Markov Chain assumption (i.e. Assumption A.2 a))

is satisfied if and only if:

i) The series of distinct successive states is Markov with transition matrix P̃ that

contains the probabilities of each jump conditional on the previous state that is p̃j,k =

pj,k/(1− pjj), ∀j, k, j 6= k and p̃jj = 0, ∀j.
ii) Conditional on the series of Ỹl,i, l = 0, 1, ...., the sojourn times Dl,i, l = 1, ..., n are

independent, such that the distribution of Dl,i is a geometric distribution with parameter

pjj, where j = Ỹl,i.

Such an independence property of the sojourn times conditional on the occupied state

characterizes a renewal process, and facilitates simulations as well as the derivation of

asymptotic properties of the estimators. The homogeneous Markov chain is the bench-

mark model that can be extended in various aspects.

ii) Time Dependent Chain

Assumption A.2 b): Pi,t = Pt , independent of i and dependent on t.

This model allows us for taking into account the calendar time effects, such as the

shortages of medical staff and hospital beds, the advances of knowledge about the disease,

or the fact that individuals get diagnosed earlier that helps them recover.

ii) Chain with Duration Dependence

Assumption A.2 c): Pi,t = Pt−Slt,i
, where Slt,i is the date of the most recent jump.

This transition depends on the time already spent in the current state.

Under Assumption A.2 c) the process maintains some properties of a renewal process,

although the sojourn time distributions are no longer geometric distributions and Ỹl,i, l =

1, ..., n is no longer a Markov chain.

iv) Chain with Cohort Effect

Assumption A.2 d): Pi,t = PS0,i

The transition depends essentially on the diagnosis time. If we consider a given cohort

(or generation) of individuals Ps0 = {i : S0,i = s0} composed of individuals diagnosed on

the same date s0, we have:
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Pi,t = Ps0 , for i ∈ Ps0
Therefore, for each cohort, we have a homogeneous Markov chain, but the chain is no

longer homogeneous if all cohorts are confounded due to some aggregation bias.

v) Further extensions

It is possible to consider more complex specifications by introducing jointly the time

dependence, duration dependence, a cohort effect and/or also the effects of individual

characteristics such as the gender, age, co-morbidity, etc.

3 Descriptive Empirical Analysis of Transitions

This section presents time independent summary statistics that can be easily computed

by averaging individual histories over time and individuals. The statistics discussed in

this section are transition frequencies and densities of sojourn times in a given state.

These statistics are interpreted under the homogeneous Markov chain assumption. The

time dependence is discussed at the end of this section.

3.1 Transition Matrix

Table 1 below presents the transition matrix P estimated from the entire sample.

Table 1. Estimated Frequency Matrix (%)
D ER H ICU V T R DE

D 96.04 0.03287 0.1237 0.02031 0.00481 0.02191 3.529 0.2271

ER 68.25 27.51 3.175 0 0 0 0.5291 0.5291

H 14.49 0.01337 81.62 0.4678 0.08019 0.4143 0.0401 2.874

ICU 9.242 0 5.0 81.21 0.303 1.591 0.07576 2.576

V 11.48 0 1.481 1.111 82.96 0.3704 0 2.593

T 4.813 0 0.4627 2.175 0.3702 88.99 0.09255 3.1

R 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

DE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

The matrix can be interpreted as follows. Regardless of individual characteristics, the

probability that an individual who is currently hospitalized is admitted to the ICU is

0.46% and that he/she dies is 2.87%, regardless of how long the patient has stayed in

hospital.
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The first six lines of this transition matrix represent a “production process” of the

medical care system, with inputs of infected individuals, and outputs of recovered and

deceased individuals. Along with the information on the time spent in each state, this

can be seen as a basic tool for the budgeting of medical process, planning and scenario

analysis [see, e.g. Alvarez et al. (2020), DiDomenico et al. (2020), Aguirregabiria et al.

(2020), Atkeson (2020)].

3.2 Distributions of Sojourn Times

Let us now examine the durations of various states of medical treatment conditional on

transitioning to another state. The analysis concerns the entire sampling period of 104

days.

We provide the sample distributions of sojourn times in the six states of interest. In

order to (partly) eliminate the right censoring/truncation bias, the analysis concerns only

complete sojourn times. For example, the distribution of a sojourn time in state ICU con-

ditional on exit to state Intubation is estimated from individuals who have accomplished

that transition.

Thus, the adjustment is carried out by examining the sojourn times conditional on the

exit state. It simplifies the estimation at the expense of disregarding incomplete sojourn

times and the decreasing numbers of individuals left at the end of the sample. This last

effect is due to delays in reporting.

Figures 5-7 below show the distributions of sojourn times in states H, ICU and T,

conditional on the exit states. Additional summary statistics of these distributions (mean,

variance, quantiles) are provided in Appendix A.1. These empirical distributions are

evaluated from samples of different sizes, such as N=215 for state H of Hospitalization

before state DE of death, or N=6 for state H of hospitalization before state V of Ventilation

[see, Appendix A.1.]. In Figures 5-7, we only display the distributions evaluated from a

sufficiently large number of observations.

The histograms show decreasing patterns, except for state T of Intubation illustrated

in three panels of Figure 7. The exit state is unknown at the entry time into state T of

Intubation. However, it can be considered as a measure of severity of the disease with

an effect of the length of required Intubation. Under the assumption of perfect foresight
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of the future severity, we distinguish 3 severity levels for the intubated individuals: v1 =

D, v2 = ICU, v3 = DE.

These three distributions in Figure 7 feature fat right tails with 32 days of maximum

Intubation. Depending on the severity level, 25% of individuals spend more than 8.5 days

in level v1, 16.5 days in level v2 and 14.5 days in level v3 [see Appendix A.1, 6]. We observe

a similar pattern in the mean duration with 6.6 days in level v1, 11.8 days in level v2 and

9.1 days in level v3. The decrease of the number of days between levels v2 and v3 reveals

that a higher effort in medical care increases the probability of survival.
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These sojourn time distributions are valid state by state and have to be used with

caution for deriving conclusions on joint transitions. It is unlikely that an individual

transitioning through states of H, ICU and T has an expected time of medical care equal

to the sum of average times in H, ICU and T. There may exist a complicated negative or

positive dependence between the sojourn times in the successive states. A patient with a

severe condition may stay for a short time in ICU and a long time in T. Such complicated

dependencies are better captured by means of a duration dependent transitions model [see,

Section 4], than by an analysis of the joint distribution of sojourn times. Nevertheless,

the correlation between the duration in H before exit to ICU and the duration in ICU

before exit to Intubation is -0.128, the correlation between duration in ICU before exit to

Intubation and duration in Intubation before Death is -0.233. These negative correlations

support the above discussion.

3.3 Homogeneous Markov Chain Model

The summary statistics given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be interpreted as evidence

in favour or against the homogeneous Markov chain assumption A.2 a). In particular,
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the empirical transition matrix given in Table 1 is the maximum likelihood estimator

of matrix P in a homogeneous Markov Chain. Under A.2 a), the medical care process

remains stationary and all non-stationarities in the counts of deceased and recovered are

induced by the non-stationarity in the counts of diagnosed and their increase during the

early phase of the epidemic. This implies that the medical staff does not change their

practices regarding the patient’s treatment during the epidemic.

There is evidence in support of the homogeneous Markov chain assumption, such as

the decreasing patterns of some duration densities, which resemble geometric densities

and the fact that some of the densities do not depend on the state of exit. As well, the

mean sojourn time computed directly from the duration data is often close to the mean

sojourn time computed from the elements of the transition matrix in Table 1.

Let us, for example, consider the state T of Intubation with pjj =0.89 (see, Table

1). Under Assumption A.2 a), the sojourn time follows a geometric distribution with

mean 1/(1-p11) = 9.0 days, which can be compared with the expected values reported in

Appendix A.1, 6.

On the contrary, the homogeneous Markov chain assumption seems inadequate for

some other states. Moreover, the sojourn times of the same individual in various states

may be correlated, as mentioned above. Therefore, the homogeneous Markov Chain

assumption does not seem to hold, although it conveniently provides a simple framework

for computing summary statistics that can serve as benchmarks for comparison [see,

Section 4.3.1]. The alternative assumptions to replace A.2 a) are those of time dependence

and duration dependence, for example.

Let us first examine if the medical care process is non-stationary. This can be done

graphically by comparing the daily estimated transition matrices P̂t. By definition, the

estimated transition probabilities P̂jk in Table 1 are weighted averages:

P̂jk =
T−1∑
t=t0

wjtP̂jk,t,

with weights that depend on the conditioning state and are proportional to he number of

individuals in that state on day t.

Figure 8 shows the trajectories of daily transition probabilities P̂j,k,t for selected states

over the sampling period. The series have to be considered with caution as the number
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Figure 8 Transitions from States over 104 days

of individuals in a given state at a given date can be small. Therefore, we focus on

the transitions from H and T to D (black lines), and from H and T to DE (pink and

blue lines, respectively) computed from larger sub-samples. These series display upward

trends, while the transitions from H to H and T to T (not reported) have downward trends

by the unit mass restriction. Thus, the time spent in these states seems to decline. That

can be due to a change in the treatment process, or to a left censoring effect. Indeed, the

time of the diagnosis is not equal to the time of infection. If more tests were performed

over time, infectious individuals could be detected earlier and then it would be easier to

cure them of COVID-19. The distinction between these alternative explanations is out of

the scope of this paper.

Another remark concerns the evolution of the number of deaths. It is increasing

smoothly from state H, which suggests it is being controlled. On the contrary, the evolu-
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tion of deaths from state T is more erratic, which suggests there might be a pressure on

the number of beds available for intubation.

4 Model with Duration Dependence

This section extends the benchmark model by introducing duration dependence. First, we

describe the specification of the transition matrix. Next, we provide the estimation results.

These results are used for adjusting the count summary statistics for right truncation bias

and for prediction making.

4.1 The Model

The (8 × 8) transition probability matrix Pt has components pj,k,i,t. The rows sum up

to 1. Each row represents the probabilities of exit from a state j to another state k .

The transition probabilities are specified as (conditional) multinomial logit models [see,

McFadden (1984)]. The transition probabilities can depend on the time already spent in

a state, denoted by Durit(D) for state D. They depend on the state and vary with both

individuals and time.

For example, let us illustrate the transitions pj,k,i,t from state j = 1 of D for individual i

at time t:

p1,1,i.t = (D → D) ∝ 1

p1,2,i.t = (D → ER) ∝ exp(β1,1 + β1,2Durit(D))

p1,3,i,t = (D → H) ∝ exp(β1,3 + β1,4Durit(D))

p1,4,i,t = (D → ICU) ∝ exp(β1,5 + β1,6Durit(D))

p1,5,i,t = (D → V) ∝ exp(β1,7 + β1,8Durit(D))

p1,6,i,t = (D → T) ∝ exp(β1,9 + β1,10Durit(D))

p1,7,i,t = (D → R) ∝ exp(β1,11 + β1,12Durit(D))

p1,8,i,t =(D → DE) ∝ exp(β1,13)

where Duri,t(D) denotes the duration (time) already spent in the current state D and the

symbol ∝ denotes “proportional to”, with the proportionality coefficient such that the

above transition probabilities sum up to 1.

We mentioned earlier that state D comprises individuals of two types: D1 prior to a
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potential medical care and D2 returned from medical care. Therefore the transition to a

medical care concerns individuals in D1 and depends on time spent in state D = D1.

4.2 Estimation

The model is estimated by the Maximum Likelihood. The results of the estimation of the

model are presented in Table 2, which contains the estimated coefficients for each row of

the transition matrix. In each panel, the first coefficient is the intercept and the second

one is the duration sensitivity.

The state “R” of Recovery is only observed at the end of the sample, and many

individuals remain reported in state D in the dataset while they could have recovered.

Therefore the transition from state “D” to state “R” of Recovery, computed from the

estimated parameters is necessarily underestimated. Nevertheless, the dataset includes

reliable information on the transition to/from the medical states and the state “Death”.

Thus, the estimates can be used to estimate accurately the dynamic of the probabilities

and counts in these states.

Table 2: Estimated Coefficients

TRANSITION FROM D
States ER H ICU V T R DE

Parameters β1,1 β1,2 β1,3 β1,4 β1,5 β1,6 β1,7 β1,8 β1,9 β1,10 β1,11 β1,12 β1,13
Estimates -8.0924 0.0040 -5.0664 -0.0665 -6.9397 -0.0635 -9.1849 -0.0262 -6.4233 -0.0861 -2.7289 -0.0217 -6.0468

TRANSITION FROM ER
States D H R DE

Parameters β2,1 β2,2 β2,3 β2,4
Estimates 0.9086 -2.1595 -3.9512 -3.9512

TRANSITION FROM H
States D ER ICU V T R DE

Parameters β3,1 β3,2 β3,3 β3,4 β3,5 β3,6 β3,7 β3,8 β3,9 β3,10 β3,11 β3,12 β3,13
Estimates 0.2103 -0.2535 -1.6251 -3.7254 -3.3540 -0.2278 -3.4636 -0.7252 -3.0971 -0.3065 -8.1585 0.0299 -3.3466

TRANSITION FROM ICU
States D H V T R DE

Parameters β4,1 β4,2 β4,3 β4,4 β4,5 β4,6 β4,7 β4,8 β4,9 β4,10 β4,11
Estimates -0.2942 -0.2116 -0.7782 -0.2372 -4.2901 -0.1215 -1.6329 -0.3035 -7.9989 0.0593 -3.4509

TRANSITION FROM V
States D H ICU T R DE

Parameters β5,1 β5,2 β5,3 β5,4 β5,5 β5,6 β5,7 β5,8 β5,9 β5,10 β5,11
Estimates 0.7679 -0.2843 -2.2051 -0.1448 -1.8467 -0.2322 7.5903 -9.7537 -53.9343 -66.3286 -3.4657

TRANSITION FROM T
States D H ICU V R DE

Parameters β6,1 β6,2 β6,3 β6,4 β6,5 β6,6 β6,7 β6,8 β6,9 β6,10 β6,11
Estimates -0.3381 -0.2170 -3.3238 -0.1377 -2.1517 -0.1031 -3.8112 -0.1127 -7.5641 0.0351 -3.3569

The duration dependence is introduced for each state except the state of Emergency Room

ER. Indeed, a majority of individuals stay in ER for one day only. Table 2 does not report
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the results concerning probabilities of remaining in a given state, which are assumed to

be proportional to 1, for identification. The values of parameters of a multinomial model

do not have a direct interpretation. Instead the ratios of transition probabilities are

interpretable (in the 2-state case, the odd-ratios are interpretable).

Let us consider the state of intubation T. After one day spent in this state, the ratio

of the transition to D (i.e. the way to recovery) and the transition to death DE are:

exp(β6,1 + β6,2 − β6,11).

After 10 days, this ratio is:

exp(β6,1 + 10β6,2 − β6,11).

Therefore, the ratio of these two ratios 10 days/1 day is:

exp(9β6,2) = exp(−0.22× 9) < 1.

Thus, when the time spent in Intubation T increases, the chance to exit on the way

to recovery diminishes, as compared to the earlier days.

We illustrate these effects conditional on the state sojourn time (duration), which we

set to vary from 1 to 15 days in Figures 15-19 in Appendix A.2.

Figure 15 depicts the dynamics of the transition probabilities from state “D” in terms

of its duration. This figure contains eight panels. Each panel shows the probability of

transition to states: D, ER, H, ICU, V, T, R, and DE. The probability that someone

in state D stays in state D remains above 0.93 and increases with the duration of state

D. Indeed, isolated individuals mostly have mild symptoms and are more likely to stay

isolated until their recovery. The probability of recovering varies between 0.060 after 1

day and 0.045 after 15 days. However, we expect this probability to be higher due to

the lack of observability of the date of recovery. The transition probabilities to the other

states are negligible.

Figure 16 displays the transitions from Hospitalization. Individuals after one day

of Hospitalization likely have mild symptoms and have a probability 0.46 of moving to

state D and becoming isolated. This probability decreases as the duration increases while
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the risk of remaining hospitalized increases. Similarly, Figures 17-19 show the transition

probability from the states “ICU”, V of “Ventilation” and T of “Intubation”.

The probability of remaining in these states increases quickly with time spent in each

state. The probability of death seems to increase with time spent in all types of medical

care, at rates depending on the intensity of care. The rate of increase is the highest for

V, followed by that for ICU, which itself is followed by a slightly lower rate for T.

In general, the probabilities of transition to death after long durations are close to

the transition probabilities in Table 1, computed under the homogeneous Markov chain

assumption.

The results concerning the probability to recover are affected by the lack of the date

of recovery and need to be interpreted with caution.

4.3 Fitted Values and Predictions

Let us now explain how the estimated transition model can be used to compute the fitted

values of counts over the observation period and the forecasts. First, we consider the

computation under the homogeneous Markov chain assumption, and next under the as-

sumption of duration dependence. We focus on the counts of patients who are hospitalized

(state H), in the ICU and state T of Intubation.

4.3.1 Homogeneous Markov Chain

Recall that state D includes two types of histories: D1 are individuals who are isolated

at the detection date and D2 are individuals who are on their way to recovery after a

transition through H, ICU, V and T. For subsequent computation, we need to separate

these two types of observations and focus on D1. The first row of the transition matrix

in Table 1 is replaced by:

Table 3. Modified Row 1 of Frequency Matrix (%)
D1 ER H ICU V T R DE

D1 93 0.0 1 0.2 1 0.2 3.6 1

The modified transition matrix is denoted by P̃ . After being diagnosed, an individual

is assigned to a state. The time-independent (constant) probabilities of assignments

estimated from the entire sample are:
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Table 4. Probabilities of Assigment (%)
D ER H ICU V T R DE

v 93 1.0 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0

We have a causal scheme with 3 episodes:

1. the detection episode that ends at the case reported date.

2. the assignment episode, with the selection based on v given in Table 4,

3. the medical care process summarized by matrix P̃ .

At time T=May 05, we observe for each individual either a recovery, or a death or a

censored duration in the last state, such as one of the medical care states.

The fitted values, i.e. the expected counts, are computed from the sequence of inputs

Xt, which are the counts of new diagnosed on day t (see Figure 2). Let Nt denote the row

vector of length 8, with elements equal to the counts of individuals in each state on day

t. The fitted counts are given by:

ENt =
t∑

τ=1

(Xτv
′P̃ t−τ ), t = 1, ..., 104. (4.1)

Thus, we evaluate the future expected counts for each cohort (generation) τ and

sum over the past cohorts. Figure 9 below provides the fitted counts of H, ICU and

T. They are close to the patterns shown in Figure 3 up to day 80 (April 11), and are

significantly different afterwards. Indeed, the fitted values provide an adjustment for the

right truncation bias revealed in Figure 3. It is therefore important to use the model-

based figures instead of data-based figures in the presence of truncation and reporting lag

problems, to avoid misleading conclusions, especially concerning the peak of the epidemic.

Figure 9 shows the peak of state H of Hospitalization that seems about to appear at the

beginning of May for state H (from recent data, we know that there was a peak in the

first wave, followed by a peak in the second wave). The peak in state T of Intubation is

not visible from the fitted counts due to long sojourn times of state T.

4.3.2 Model with Duration Dependence

A similar analysis can be performed by using the model with duration dependence

discussed in Sections 4.1-4.2. Then, equation (4.1) becomes:

ENt =
t∑

τ=1

(Xτv
′E[P̃τ+1, P̃τ+2 · · · P̃t)]), t = 1, ..., 104. (4.2)
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Figure 9. Fitted Counts of Medical Care over 104 days

It accounts for the fact that the matrices depend on time through the durations spent

in each state. As the individual durations Durit are random, the product of matrices has

to be integrated out, which can be easily done by simulations.

Figures 10 and 11 show the estimated and observed counts of patients under medical

care and the cumulative counts of deaths, respectively. Figure 10 illustrates the good fit

of the transition model to the data and the satisfactory predictive power of the model.
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Figure 10: Estimated and Observed Counts of Medical Care

The model predicts, as expected from Figure 3, higher than recorded medical state counts

over the last part of the sampling period until May 05. Figure 11 plots the estimated

and the observed number of cumulative deaths. The figure shows that the total death

is accurately predicted. The figures confirm that the model provides an adjustment for

right truncation and reporting lag. As mentioned earlier the data suffer from a truncation

bias and a lag in reporting that start around day 80 (April 11) of the observational period

and generate decreasing patterns of daily counts, found ex-post incompatible with the

publicly available counts provided later by the PHO. The model is shown to “adjust” for

these biases.

4.3.1 Predictions

A similar approach can be applied to predict the future counts and the numbers of
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beds required for the different types of medical care [see Grasselli et al. (2020), Murray

(2020), for predictions of beds in Italy and the US, respectively].

Due to the time of medical treatment, we recommend predicting a term structure of

counts, up to say 20 days rather than computing one day ahead forecasts only. This

long-run prediction requires additional forecasting of future inputs XT+1, XT+1, ..., XT+H .

This is only possible if the model is completed by a dynamic model for the Xt’s, from

a SI component of the SIRD-type of model, obtained by logit adjustments for the series

of cumulated counts of diagnosed individuals [Berkson (1944)]. This is clearly out of the

scope of the present paper.
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5 Concluding Remarks

This paper examined the process of medical treatment during the early phase of COVID-

19 epidemic in Ontario. We investigated the medical care dynamics and its adjustment

over time. We considered a benchmark transition model based on the homogeneous

Markov chain assumption and studied its extension that accounts for time dependence

and duration dependence. The duration dependence revealed in some of the transitions

points out to an important limitation of standard SIR models. The advantage of the

transition model is the adjustment for truncation that helps eliminate misleading results

based on a naive interpretation of the series of aggregate counts.

We have disregarded the effect of the detection process of infected individuals. Indeed,

the detection process may induce both left truncation and left censoring. The analysis of

left truncation in the case of COVID-19, is complicated further by the large number of

asymptomatic individuals who are difficult to detect [see e.g. Gourieroux, Jasiak (2020)

for an approach to recovering the unobserved counts of undetected infectious individuals].

The left censoring arises, as the detection date does not coincide with the infection date,

and the difference between these dates may depend on the detection efforts and the

numbers of tests performed.

The transition model-based analysis could be further extended to accommodate the

individual characteristics and spatial dependence between the infections in Ontario.
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Appendix A.1

Sojourn Times - Descriptive Statistics

1. State D

Duration in D before ER.

There are N =123 patients with only 2 durations over the first 30 days.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 123 1 2 3 8 40 5.813 37.940

Duration in D before Hospitalized

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 463 1 2 4 8 36 5.460 20.309

Duration in D before ICU

There are only 5 cases over the first 30 days. One individual spends one day to ICU

and returns to state D.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 77 1 2 3.5 6 32 4.644 19.432

Duration in D before Ventilation

There are 18 individuals who move from D to Ventilation. These transitions took

place after April 02.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 18 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.5 26.0 5.611 40.722

Duration in D before Intubation

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 82 1 2 4 6 14 4.365 8.185

Duration in D before Recovered.

These individuals may have undergone medical treatments, returned to D and were

reported as Recovered.
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N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 13207 1 17 24 33 103 25.147 109.524

Duration in D before Deceased

There are no transitions from D to Deceased over the first 62 days. One individual

dies after 49 days in isolation without any medical treatment.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 851 1 4 7 11 49 7.994 35.323

The durations prior to transitions from state 3 of De are given in Figure 5.

2. State ER

Duration in ER before return to D

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 137 1 1 1 1 25 1.781 12.157

Duration in ER before Hospitalization

The results are based on N=6 patients.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 6 1 1 3 5 7 3.333 7.066

One individual has recovered on the last day of sampling period on day 104 after

staying in ER. Another individual died after 2 days in ER.

3. State Hospitalization

Duration in Hospitalization before return to D

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 1084 1 1 3 7 34 4.959 27.008

Duration in Hospitalization before ER

One individual made that transition after 1 day in hospital.

Duration in Hospitalization before ICU

These durations are recorded after March 20.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 35 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.5 15.0 3.085 10.668
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Duration in Hospitalization before Ventilation.

These transitions start on day 59 of the sampling period, about March 22.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 6 1.00 1.25 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.166 0.966

Duration in Hospitalization before Intubation

These transitions start on day 53 , i.e. about March 16

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 31 1 1 2 3 12 2.774 6.780

Duration in Hospitalization before Recovered

There are only 3 transitions after hospitalization of 28, 9 and 39 days.

Durations of Hospitalization before Death

The are no transitions to state 9 from Hospital over the first 30 days.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 215 1 3 5 10 92 7.525 71.568

4. State ICU

Duration in ICU before D

There are only 2 transitions before day 60 of March 23.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 122 1.00 1.00 1.00 6.75 33.00 5.327 47.627

Duration in ICU before Hospitalization

There is only one transition before day 60.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 66 1 2 3 6 19 4.863 18.673

Duration in ICU before Ventilation

There are only 4 durations between days 71 (April 3) and 99 (April 30) of 1,3 ,6 and

7 days.

Duration in ICU before Intubation

There are no transitions before March 23 and only 4 durations between April 22 and

the end of sample
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N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 21 1 1 1 2 9 2.285 4.914

Duration in ICU before Recovered

One individual makes a transition into R on day 104 (May 04) after 20 days in the

ICU.

Duration in ICU before Death

There are no transitions before day 60 (March 23).

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 34 1 2 5 14 35 4.863 18.673

5. State Ventilation

Duration in Ventilation before return to D

There are no durations before day March 23 (day 60).

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 31 1 1 1 2 26 4.774 57.580

Duration in Ventilation before return to Hospitalized

There are only 4 durations between days 76 and 84 of length 2,8,1, and 25 days,

respectively.

Duration in Ventilation before return to ICU

There are 3 durations between days 76 and 88 of length 1, 8 and 9.

Duration in Ventilation before Intubation

There is only one 1-day duration on day 61 (March 24).

Duration in Ventilation before Death

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 7 5.0 7.5 9.0 11.0 16.0 9.571 12.952

6. State Intubation

Duration in Intubation before return to D

There is only one transition before day 60 (March 23).
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N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 104 1.0 1.0 1.0 8.5 32.0 6.586 96.380

Duration in Intubation before return to Hospitalized

There are no transitions before day 60 (March 23).

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 10 1.00 7.50 10.50 11.75 17.00 9.9 22.988

Duration in Intubation before return to ICU

There are no transitions before day 60 (March 23).

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 47 1.0 5.5 12.0 16.5 29.0 11.80851 59.679

Duration in Intubation before Ventilation

All durations occurred between days 67 and 83.

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 8 1.0 1.0 10.0 18.5 29.0 11.25 .

Duration in Intubation before Recovered

There are 2 durations with transition on day 104 of 35 and 7 days.

Duration in Intubation before Death

N min 25% median 75% max mean var
total 67 1.0 3.0 7.0 14.5 30.0 9.149 53.886
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Appendix A.2

Additional Figures
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Figure 12: Counts of Medical Care States 3 to 7
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Figure 13: Counts of Medical Care States 3 to 7 and Cumulated Deceased
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Figure 13: Durations of State D Prior to Transition
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Figure 15: Transition Probabilities from “D” as Functions of Duration
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Figure 16: Transition Probabilities from “Hospitalized” as Functions of Duration
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Figure 17: Transition Probabilities from “Intensive Care Unit” as Functions of Duration
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Figure 18: Transition Probabilities from “Ventilation” as Functions of Duration
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Figure 19: Transition Probabilities from “Intubation” as Functions of Duration


